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Purpose of Thesis 

This thesis is a detailed examination of a jointly-owned entrepreneurial venture. As a 

business major. the purpose for analyzing Helyer was to gain knowledge. experience. and an in-

depth understanding in a real company situation as opposed to merely studying a textbook case. A 

second goal was to provide the pmlners of Helyer Associates. Inc. with helpful insights that may 

benefit their new joint enterprise. 

To achieve these goals. it was important to not only present the company and its fonnation 

from the initial idea innovation to its CUITent competitive strategies. but also to offer a concrete 

strategic analysis of the overall company performance. Thus. this thesis first explores the 

background of the two pallners who created Helyer. a one-and-a-half year old privately owned 

company. It then follows Helyerthrough the genesis of idea formation. preliminary research. start-

up phase. to its cutTent status. This pOllion of the thesis is designed to provide an in-depth view of 

the company through a detailed description of its management procedures and financial 

pelfonnance. 

The thesis then outlines the difficulties that Hclyer Associates. Inc. cUlTently faces as well 

as the potential problems the company may encounter in the future. These potential problems may 

result from differences in the pmlners' work styles. personalities. strategic visions. and the effects 

of the patlners' individually owned companies. 
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Helyer Associates, Inc. 

Introduction 

Helyer Associates. Inc. is a one-and-a-half year old. privately owned company that offers 

a variety of business-related services to individuals and small to mid-sized companies. These 

services range from basic secretarial services to more complex marketing and accounting services. 

Founded in 1994 by two friends. Tricia Meyer and John Helms. the company is in a rapidly growing 

commercial business district located on the northwest side of Indianapolis. Indiana. The company 

is situated 15 minutes from the downtown business district and the Indianapolis International 

AirpOli. The greater Indianapolis area. with a population of 731.327. and Marion County. 

population 797.159.' provide significant and diverse economic and business opportunities. 

Helyer is an organization which was designed to assist Meyer and Helms' individual business 

interests. Recognizing the strong potential foreconomic opportunity. the partners established Helyer 

to capture the possible synergies between their separate. yet intelTelated business interests. These 

interrelationships fonTI a complex and dynamic environment in whieh Tricia Meyer and John Helms 

believe Helyer will prosper. 

Having previously established their own separate entrepreneurial businesses. Meyer and 

Helms initially fonTIed Helyer Associates. Inc .. to take advantage of economies of scope. For three 

years. Meyer had been operating her own small marketing finTI. Innovative Marketing Concepts. 

from her home on the far southwest side of Indianapolis. John "Rusty" Helms had been operating 

. a private accounting practice from his home for the past six years while concUlTently working as a 

full-time accountant at a large Indianapolis commercial leasing finTI. Before joining forces. the 

paIiners had each considered opening offices in the Indianapolis area to better establish and expand 

their businesses. However. each soon realized that the costs of operating a sole proprietorship and 
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providing a high quality product and efficient service would outweigh their financial resources and 

undcl1nine profits. Together they established Hclycr Associates, Inc., which was designed to act as 

an encapsulating, or "umbrella" firm by providing jointly-shared office facilities and administrative 

SUpp01t that each pmtner's business required. In other words, Hclyer was first and foremost 

designed to support the individual businesses of Meyer and Helms. During its first year in business, 

the company has expanded to provide these same services and cost benefits to other small businesses 

facing the same high operating costs and business needs. The partners drew on their own last names 

to form the company identity - the first three letters from Helms and the last three from Meyer. The 

foundation of Helyer Associates, Inc. is based on Helms' background in commercial leasing and 

financial expeltise, coupled with Meyer's strong administrative business background and contacts. 

The Partners 

Tricia Meyer 

Originally from northeast Ohio where she was employed by the State in the marketing/public 

relations department, Tricia Meyer moved to the Indianapolis area in 19R4, shortly after her second 

malTiage to Jay, a 53 year old executive with a major trucking firm. Together the couple have five 

children ranging in age from 19 to 31. 

Even in her youth, Meyer had a keen sense of business and entrepreneurial ability. At the 

age of 12, she went to the local fanners' market with a $10 loan from her father and purchased 

vegetables that she then sold from her wagon in her neighborhood. After repaying her father, she 

invested her remaining profits in additional vegetables to sell to the neighbors. Through her low key 

entrepreneurial endeavor, she was able to accumulate a sizable bank account by the end of the 

summer. According to Meyer, now 51 years old, she was profoundly influenced by her father "who 

never really made enough money and never thought he could make it on his own" (Meyer, 1995a). 
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Adopting a philosophy different from her father's, Meyer believes that. "If you have the drive and 

the motivation, you bet you can see all your dreams through to fruition" (Meyer, I 995a). 

From a more positive direction, Meyer was also influenced by one of her previous 

employers, Dennis Haslinger. While working with Haslinger, a highly successful entrepreneur, 

Meyer gained valuable knowledge and experience which she utilized when beginning to fonnulate 

a plan to start her own company. She believes that the key forces behind her entrepreneurial spirit 

are the creativity she is able to express and the motivation she gains by working on her own, free 

of supervision. Another force Meyer feels has been key is her strong desire for flexibility and 

mobility, things she feels were constrained in her previous work experiences. She constantly 

fOllTIulated and expanded ideas on paper and in her head of her ideal company. When she relocated 

to Indianapolis from Ohio, Meyer left numerous contacts and potential financial backers, and 

believes her chances of stm1ing her own business were significantly jeopardized by the move. 

However, with "a positive mental attitude" and the suppol1 of family and friends, she realized that 

her dream of owning her own business could still become a reality. 

Once established in Indianapolis, Meyer found a position at a mortgage finn where she 

eventually became Administrative Vice-President of Advertising and Public Relations. In this 

capacity Meyer was able to establish strong business contacts as well as a reputation as a serious 

marketing and public relations consultant in the greater Indianapolis area. In Febntaryof 1992, 

Meyer resigned her position with the mortgage company to concentrate on establishing her own 

business, Innovative Marketing Concepts. 

Working out of her home, Meyer realized that to build her business she needed to establish 

a solid customer base and provide a quality service and product. To do so, she needed help with the 

day-to-day routine office tasks, and additional resources such as office and production equipment. 

[n addition, Meyer felt a centrally located office was critical if her company was to grow. However, 
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she soon realized that due to her limited equipment and capital she would be unable to accomplish 

these goals on her own. F0I1unately. a long-time friend. Rusty Helms. was also interested in 

establishing an office in the greater Indianapolis area. Facing a similar situation in his own home

based business. Helms required administrative supp0l1 so he could spend more time building his 

fledgling cel1ified public accounting practice. 

Rusty Helms 

Influenced by his accountant father with whom he was in constant competition. 

Helms. now 34 years old. developed a strong work ethic and motivation at a young age. At his 

father's urging. Helms took a high school accounting course and his future career was decided. He 

received a Bachelor of Science degree in accounting in 1982. and became a ('eltified Public 

Accountant (C.P.A.) in 19R5. Helms' wife of II years. Ten),. is the office manager of a small retail 

computer store. The couple have two children. ages six and nine. Helms admits that his main drive 

to become a C.P.A. was based on the fact that he wanted to establish more impressive credentials 

than his father. who never obtained his C.P.A. license (Helms. 1995a). Helms also cites his uncle 

as a strong influence in his life. While he was growing up. Helms spent summers in Alabama 

working with his uncle who was a very successful custom home builder in the northern part of the 

state. Helms believes his uncle's high level of motivation and strong work ethic made him a positive 

role model to whom he looked to emulate throughout his life (Helms. 1995a). 

After becoming a C.P.A., Helms worked at a public accounting finTI for five years. For the 

past eight years, he has been the chief financial officer for a large commercial leasing film in 

Indianapolis. While maintaining full-time employment status. Helms started a private, full-time 

accounting practice out of his home in I 9R7. 

Meyer and Helms became acquainted six years ago through a mutual friend who worked 

with Meyer at the mortgage firm. Through the years the two have developed a close friendship. 
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Therefore, it seemed natural that they would talk about their business plans and goals with each 

other. From his conversations with Meyer, over the past five years, Helms discovered that each had 

at one point envisioned beginning an "umbrella" type of finn for a small business. When Helms 

learned that both he and Meyer had built their husiness to the point that each required more office 

space, a central location, and administrative support services, the idea for Helyer was bom. Meyer 

and Helms reached the conclusion that what each could not accomplish alone at this time might very 

well be possible if they joined forces (Helms, 1995a; Meyer, 1995a). As Helms stated, "Realize that 

at this time we were both working out of our homes with limited resources. Together, with both of 

our resources, our separate businesses, Innovative Marketing Concepts and John R. Helms, C.P.A., 

could enhance their efficiency and profitability" (Helms, I 995a). 

The Company 

The Pre-Start Up Phase 

Deciding in the late summer of 1992 to create a jointly-owned, privately-held company, 

Helms and Meyer began meeting after work to discuss ideas, devise a business plan, and look for 

appropriate office space. They spent approximately nine months fonnalizing their plans and 

locating suitable offices for their proposed venture. Helms explained, "This process took a lot of 

time and energy. Tricia and I were both working really long hours with our full-time jobs and there 

are only so many hours in a day. Obviously, it was going to take some time" (Helms, 1995a). 

Helyer Associates, Inc. was incorporated in August of 1993 as a 50-50 partnership. Each pminer 

contributed an initial investment of $500 to satisfy the minimum investment required by law in the 

State of Indiana. Due to minor problems Helms and Meyer encountered when leasing office space 

and in fonnulating their strategy, Helyer's new offices did not open until January of 1994. However, 

during this interim period, the two continued planning and fine-tuning their vision and goals for 
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Helyer. 

Preliminary research. Since the pal1ners' main objective for Helyer was, in the words of 

Meyer (1995a), " ... to aid their own personal businesses," velY little market research was conducted 

prior to incorporation. Ncvel1hcless, in defining their vision and goals for Helyer. the partners 

wanted to a establish a service that would "help other small businesses grow" (Meyer, 1995a). More 

imp0l1antiy, Helms and Meyer knew that a need for administrative supp0l1 services existed for other 

small business owners from conversations with several of their individual, small business clients. 

As Helms (I 995a) stated, "Both of our separate businesses have clients that are 'Mom and Pop' 

shops, and we have personally observed that these small businesses need services that they are 

unable to provide for themselves." 

The Start-Up Phase 

After moving into their new office suite in JanualY 1994, Meyer and Helms began to "create" 

Helyer Associates, Inc. They began by searching for fUl11iture that looked expensive, but was within 

their modest budget. The partners attempted to create a non-imposing atmosphere where clients 

could feel comfortable and relaxed during consultations. Meyer stated that to create the desired 

atmosphere quickly, most of the fUll1ishings were financed with credit cards. Immediately, Helyer 

Associates, Inc. sub-leased two of the four private office spaces to the partners' own businesses, 

Innovative Marketing Concepts and John R. Helms, C.P.A. It was not until May 1994 that another 

office space was rented to CB.T. Credit Services, a small mortgage repol1ing service. Due to 

substantial growth, C. B.T. subleased the last office space in the Helyer suite in July of 1994. 

During this time, both partners were extremely busy. Helms continued to work full-time at 

the commercial leasing firm as well as at his own accounting practice, while Meyer focused on 

Helyer and Innovative Marketing. Meyer can be found at the joint offices evelY day, building 
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Innovative Markcting and handling most of thc day-to-day management of Helycr Associates, Inc. 

Since his "R-5" job is located about eight miles from his new office, Helms is usually not at Hclyer 

during nonnal business hours. However, he generally spends a minimum of 25-30 hours a week at 

the suite after hours and on weekends. Helms mentioned that at times it is hard to differentiate 

what is "Helyer work" and what is his "accounting work." In his words, " ... Helyer doesn't take a lot 

of work, because if the other finns weren't here, then Helyer wouldn't be here" (Helms, 1995a). 

Helms fmiher explained that in its first year of operation, Helyer had approximately five clients. 

The three primary clients were Helms' and Meyer's own small businesses and C.B.T Credit Services. 

Howcver, he noted that a large percentage of his individual accounting clientele were, at some point, 

secondary clients of Helyer since the secretarial services for his accounting practice have been 

provided by Helyer since the venture's inception. 

In April of 1994, the partners decided to hire Helyer's first cmployee, a young woman who 

had previously worked for Meyer at the mOligage firm. She was employed by Helyer to perfonn 

receptionist and clerical duties for the three tenants thus freeing up a pOliion of Meyer's time. The 

receptionist's duties generally range from copying, filing and organizing, to typing, preparing 

mailings and answering the phones in each company name. When she helps Helms with tax fonns 

and Meyer with conferenccs, Helyer bills John R. Helms, C.P.A. and Innovative Marketing 

Concepts respectively for the clerk's time. 

Although both Helms and Meyer agrce that the clerk is a "good worker." Helms 

acknowledged that he has fclt her pClfonnance, at times, to be less than satisfactory when compared 

to his high personal expectations toward the quality of work for his accounting clients. Meyer is 

aware of Helms' evaluation of the clerk's abilities, but believes Helms may be overly critical due to 

the woman's lack of knowledge and experience with accounting practiccs and procedures (Meyer, 

1995a). To datc, Meycr is pleased with their employee's pClfonnance and relies on her services 
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quite hcavily. Helms Icvel of satisfaction with thcir cmployce has also been influenced by 

commcnts from his c1icnts about the pcrccived moodincss of the clerk on the phone. This concerns 

Helms since she is clients' or potential c1icnts' first contact with Helyer and anything less than an 

open, friendly contact could damage the imagc of the company. In September of 1994 Helyer 

employed a second clerk to work approximately 15 hours a week. His responsibilities include 

assisting with clerical duties and answering telcphones dUling peak business hours. 

Facilities. Helyer's suite is located in a newer, well-maintained professional office complex 

which is easily accessible to clients. The 1,732 square foot suite is divided into eight well-defined 

work areas. There are four offices. each 158 square feet or larger; a combination reception/waiting 

room; a conference room; break room; and a large work room where the fax machine, copier, and 

officc supplies are located. As discussed earlier. the Helyer patiners attempted to create a casual. 

pleasing environment in which to work. For example. the waiting area has two couches and a table 

which promote a comfOliable and relaxed atmosphere to clients. Through the compliments of 

clients and associates alike, the two feci they have been successful in achieving their goal.' 

Company Operation 

Goals during 1994, Both patiners recognize that they statied Helyer out of personal 

motivations to capture the monetary and administrative benefits a patinership could bring. DUling 

the initial planning stages. Meyer and Helms had several ideas and goals concerning what Helyer 

Associates, Inc. would be able to provide small businesses including their own. However, both 

patiners admit that their first year in operation was spent more in "creating" Helycr rather than in 

"building" it. Meyer explained that " ... you must do all the little objectives first before you can 

accomplish the larger goal" (Meyer, 1995a). She fUlthcr rcmarked that Helyer is cUlTently 

approaching the level of operations they had hoped to reach a year ago. Nevctiheless. the partners 
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feel it necessary to grow thcir individual businesses to a level where they feel comfortable enough 

to devotc morc time to enhance Hciyer's services. Meyer stated, "Right now Innovative Marketing 

is most imp0l1ant for me, Rusty's accounting practice is primary for him, and Helyer fits right in 

between the two. We would both like to see Hciyer expand, and we hope that those things we are 

ClItTcntly concentrating on to enhance our own businesses will in tum enhance Helyer Associates, 

Inc." (Meyer, 1995a). 

Marketing strategy. Meyer and Helms agree that a year after they began the company, they 

do not have a very aggressive marketing campaign for Helyer. They do not want to become a 

"huge" office suite provider; In Meyer's words, "We don't want to bite off more than we can chew" 

(Meyer, 1995a). Currently, Helyer Associates Inc. is advCl1ised through News and Mortgages, a 

semi-annual publication that Innovative Marketing designs, compiles, and mails for the Indiana 

M0l1gage Bankers Association to its 3000 members (see Exhibit I). The company is also advertised 

through taglines in publications of the Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce and the Network of 

Women in Business. Helms and Meyer agree that their principle fonn of advertising has been 

through word-of-mouth from thcir established c1ientelc. Therc are no major plans to change or 

expand their marketing stratcgy in the near future. The pat1ners agree that their current strategy at 

the beginning of Helycr's second year in business is to grow the company in ways that will further 

enhance their own individual businesses. While Helyer actively markets and thus supports the 

separate businesses of Helms and Meyer. the reverse is not necessatily tme. As established, Helms' 

and Meyer's businesses can conduct business without utilizing the services Helyer is designed to 

. provide. 

Management. Despite their varied work schedules, the pat1ners try and meet once a week 

for a business lunch to discuss any problems, issues or other management decisions regarding 

Helyer. Although Helms is unable to spend much time in the office during regular business hours, 
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Meyer believes that he actually spends //lore time working on their joint businesses than she does. 

She explained. "Rusty has to do all the accounting and financial end of Helyer which takes a lot of 

time and work. Ijust handle the day-to-day operations since I am in the office every day. However. 

I still believe he spends more actual work hours with Hclyer Associates. Inc" (Meyer. 1995a). 

Helms is more conservative and realistic relative to financial issues than is Meyer. who is 

usually not concemed with finances. In fact. when asked about financial matters. Meyer answered. 

"I have no clue. you'll have to ask my accountant" (Meyer. 1995a). In addition to his accounting 

responsibilities for Helyer. Helms is also the accountant for Innovative Marketing Concepts. Helms. 

however. has seen Meyer "work great with numbers" (Helms. 1995a) despite her protests to the 

contrary. However. both partners agree that Meyer is more aggressive relative to the creative side 

of Helyer. Helms stated that Meyer is "incredibly aggressive" in instituting projects for Hclyer. 

Helms admits that he has not been able to achieve as many goals for Helyer as he would have 

prefelTed due to time constraints. paliicularly during the income tax season. He hopes that when 

he leaves his full-time job at the commercial leasing finn he will be able to devote additional time 

to strengthening Helyer's services and help the company grow. 

Though neither pm1ner can remember a specific major area of conflict between them. each 

admit that small conflicts have inevitably risen. Both cited their mutual respect for each other and 

their talents as the principle forces behind their amiable relationship. In Meyer's (1995a) words. 

"Rusty and I are able to discuss the situation and decide on a good solution because of the respect 

and admiration we have for one another. We both know what is imp0l1ant to the other. and working 

things out is easy because of this mutual respect." 

Even with her strong network of contacts in the business world. Meyer stated that she does 

not consult with any of them 011 management issues. 1I0r did she seek their advice during Helyer's 

planning or stmi-up phase. In fact. she noted. "They are the ones that come to me with problems 
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and I try and help them" (Meyer. 1995a). She cites Helms and her husband as her main sources for 

advice with problems. stating. "I always go to Rusty with any type of problem with Innovative 

Markcting and Hclyer" (Mcyer. 1995a) Although she consults her husband. she admits that he is 

mostly a "sounding board" for ideas. rather than a "pillar" for management advice. 

Similarly. Helms. infrequently consults any personal business contacts. though he mentioned 

onc particular client who has supp011ed and helped him tremendously. He states that Meyer is his 

"number one source" of business advice and he discusses any management issues with her. Helms 

consults his spouse over new ideas for Hclyer and his own C.P.A. practice. but rarely consults her 

on management problems. Helms (1995a) explained. "It is Tricia and I who have to make this work. 

We both have an incredible common sense in different areas that blend together so well that it is 

almost unbeatable." 

While finnly believing in the strength gained through their pal1nership. both admit that they 

have made a few poor business decisions. For example. in the early planning stages. both paI1ners 

wanted Hclyer to organize and manage seminars for client companies. However. in their first few 

months of operations. one of their first endeavors in seminar management tum cd disastrous. and 

Hclyer took a major financial loss. Helms (1995a) said that. "We knew (the marketing) was weak. 

but didn't realize it would be fatal." From the mistake. both pal1ners gained invaluable insights and 

leaIned to stick to their strengths. 

Financial Information. Although a legal contract exists between the two partners that 

covers general financial considerations should something happen to one of the partners. there is no 

legal agreement conceming specific financial or managerial responsibilities. During the first months 

in operation. Helms (1995a) explained that "Whoever had money in their account that month would 

pay the bills." and that during the first year. each pm1ner contributed relatively equal amounts of 

money to the business. At the end of its first year in operation. Hclyer's income was unable to cover 
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its expenses and the company was operating month to month (sec Exhibits 2 and 3). 

After 18 months of operations, Helms said that the company is "conservatively" breaking 

even, c.B.T. Credit Selvices, Innovative Marketing Concepts, and John R. Helms C.P.A. each pays 

Helyer rent of $550 for each office suite evelY month along with any other selvice charges 

accumulated during that month. The prices Hclyer charges its clients for sClvices are, on average, 

slightly below those of its competitors (See Exhibit 4). Helycr eutTcntly offers a "corporate 

package" of selvices consisting of an advel1ised business telephone line, personalized telephone 

answering services, personalized voice mail, and mailing facilities. Although these services can be 

contracted for individually, Helyer offers the package at a rate which is lower than if each service 

was contracted for individually (See Exhibit 5). The partners hope that the reduced package price 

will act as an incentive to clients to use more of Helyer's selvices. 

Neither Helms nor Meyer have yet to receive a salary from Helyer, but hope to do so in the 

near future. Any net profits Helyer has generated have been reinvested in the company to promote 

its growth and future success. 

Competition 

Because of Helyer's unique combination of services (See Exhibit 6), it is a mini-diversified 

company which competes within four different industries: accounting, marketing, 

clerical/administrative, and retail office leasing/management services. The clerical/administrative 

and leasing/office management industlY segments are fragmented, and competition is primarily from 

independent and franchised local finns. Although most finns offer the same basic services at rates 

which are fairly comparable to HeTyer's, their strategies and target markets are quite different. Over 

25 finns in the Indianapolis area offer a combination of office leasing and clerical suppot1 services 

to businesses.' One of the largest providers of office leasing and administrative selvices, Arbor 
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Office Suites, targets mainly larger businesses than does Hclyer4 Another competitor, Alpha 

Executive, eites their clients as anyone from "individuals to larger companies." However, Alpha 

Executive's principle clients are larger corporations that sublease the 200 executive offices Alpha 

owns and manages.' 

Technically, Helyer also competes in the small business accounting and marketing service 

industries. Although Helyer is not an accounting or marketing finn per se, Helyer actively markets 

these services to its clients. Both of these industty segments are composed of numerous small to 

mid-sized finns and direct competition is, again, primarily local. For example, there are over 350 

accounting finns in the greater Indianapolis area 
1 

which range from small sole practioners to large 

multi-pal1ner finns, and over 30 small to mid-sized marketing consultants and consulting firms 

operate in the greater Indianapolis area. ' 

In this complex competitive environment, Helyer Associates, Inc. is unique in that it offers 

office space, executive suppol1 and specialized services (i.e., marketing and accounting services) 

to a target market of small business owners. From this view, the paI1ners feel that they have no 

direct competition. 

For example, Helms and Meyer do not feel that they are in direct competition with the larger 

providers of office suites, as they are not striving for that market position (Helms, I 995a: Meyer, 

1995a). In fact, both pal1ners insist that there is no firm in the Indianapolis area whose goal is to 

strengthen and supp0l1 small business by enhancing their profitability and productivity . 

. 1. The Future 

Helms and Meyer admit that their priority was, and still is, to ensure that the umbrclla 

concept of Helyer Associates, Inc. will provide their own small businesses with the supp0l1 that they 

had originally envisioned. The primalY focus for HeJyer's second year in business is to provide 
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suppOt1 for and strcngthcn Innovative Marketing Concepts and John R. Helms, C.P.A .. Presently, 

both pat1ners envision 1995 as a year to grow and develop their separate entities and feci that Hclyer 

is in a position to suppOli growth in their individual companies. They hope to implement a more 

advanced data base management system for Helyer, and promote seminar services again by late 

1995. In addition, both Helms and Meyer plan to purchase more specialized, high-tech equipment 

for their own companies to increase their efficiency and productivity. The paliners arc confident 

that as their individual businesses grow and prosper, HeJyer will also grow; thus, they will be able 

to delegate more duties to and rely on Helyer's expanded services as the company expands. 
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Analysis 
Capturing Synergies or Creating Conniet? 

Hclyer Associates, Inc. is unique in that it is an entrepreneurial joint venture between two 

long-time friends, Tricia Meyer and John Hclms. The umbrella company was crcated to capture 

possible synergies by combining and promoting the patiners' individual business practices. It is 

clearly evident that these two friends each possess different skills and knowledge that merge 

together well to form a potentially successful combination. The ability of Helyer to provide the 

patiners' separate businesses, Innovative Marketing Concepts and John R. Helms, C.P.A., with the 

needed administrative suppOli for profitable growth has been somewhat successful after its first year 

in operation. However, the ability of Helyer to thrive as a separate entity is still questionable. 

A potential problem for Hclyer Associates, Inc. is its poorly defined 10ng-ten11 strategic plan. 

Strategic plans allow managers to guide their company and conduct business in such a way to meet 

their stated goals. Small businesses often rely on a loosely defined strategic plan which allows a 

company to maintain a general direction toward growth, but still pen11its a company to evolve and 

find its niche as oppotiunities emerge. However, a "too loosely" defined strategic plan can be 

potentially disastrous. A strategic vision that is not well conceived may result in a weak market 

position and unsuccessful petformance. Therefore, 10ng-ten11 strategic goals should be thought out 

and defined so that a company can fon11ulate and implement strategies to meet its desired target 

objectives. 

Hclyer's initial goal of creating an office presence and administrative support for the two 

patiners' practices has been accomplished quite successfully. However, the patiner's long-range 

vision for Helyer may differ significantly. Meyer, at the age of 5 L and only 10-15 years from 

retirement, may possess a different long-range vision for Hclyer than that of Helms, now 34. It is 

possible that the two partners may see Hclyer's future differently according to what each perceives 
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to be important, particularly as time unfolds. In suppOli, Meyer's husband has also observed the 

potential for such conflicts. He noted, "Tricia is interested in growing Helyer and perhaps 

suppOliing 15-20 clients where Helyer would provide the administrative support. However, Rusty 

is very busy with his full-time job and his private accounting practice, so that at times, he seems to 

drag his feet with Helyer" (Meyer, I 995c). These obligations leave Helms little time to devote to 

Helycr's overall management and growth. Thcrefore, it is unlikely that Helms has considered if or 

how his long-range vision for Helyer might differ from Meyer's vision. 

Another related area of potential conflict between the palincrs is the differing amount of time 

and concentration that each paliner is devoting to Helyer's growth and achievements. Both partners 

have acknowlcdged that their individual businesses arc the most impoliant business to them, and 

they hope that by growing their businesses Helyer will in tU111, be successful. It does not seem 

cvidentthat success for Helyer is a major conCC111 for either patiner. Helyer was established to allow 

their individual businesses to grow and prosper and this philosophy is their cUlTent focus and 

concentration. With both paliners devoting extensive hours to their individual interests, there is 

little time left for a concrete focus on the development of Helycr. Meyer's husband commented that. 

in his opinion, the paliners should consider bringing in additional talent to free up the partners' time 

spent doing menial tasks. In doing so thcy "can concentrate where their strengths are ... and focus 

on Helyer" (Mcyer, 1995c). Their lack of real commitment to and their limited focus on Helyer may 

equate to limitcd success for the company. 

Another related issue is the potential for a conflict in loyalties betwecn the two patiners. 

Both have worked extrcmely hard to attain their cUlTent level of success in thcir individual 

busincsses. The quasi-merging ofthesc businesses and the formation of a new business may cause 

potential conflict because the two may be more conce111ed with the health and pelformance of their 

individual interests at the expense of their cooperative venture. Helyer actively markets the 
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businesses of Meyer and Helms, while the reverse is not always true. At some point each paliner 

may bypass Helyer completely. Helyer is constantly adveliising the services of the two paliners, 

but Innovative Marketing Concepts and John R. Helms, C.P.A. do not necessarily market the 

services Hclyer can provide. Therefore, Hclyer may not benefit from the practices of Meyer and 

Helms. 

Another point that deserves mention is the amount of time each paliner spends with Helyer. 

;i 
H Although each paliner is currently satisfied with the input of the other, the time each devotes to the 

t, 
company is quite different, which may become another potential area of conflict. Meyer believes 

that Helms spends more work time with Hclycr, even though he is not in the office as frequently as 

she is. Technically, it seems that whcn Helms docs the accounting for Hclyer. he is ped'orming John 

R. Helms, C.P.A. work, not Hclyer work. FUlihennore, it may be that Meyer does not really know 

the amount of time that Helms devotes to the business (Helyer) since he has such ilTegular office 

hours. Although this is a minor point, with a sizable growth in Helyer, the variable amount of time 

invested by each patiner could lead to potential problems. 

Another potential problem between the patiners could be Meyer's lack of attention to 

financial details. Meyer has previously admitted that she does not pay attention to any financial 

matters, and she depends on Helms' expeliise in this area. However, a lack of attention to financial 

matters by either paliner may be costly for Hclyer at some point. Jay Meyer noted that his wife was 

somewhat lacking in financial skills at times, but won't listen to the advice of others when being 

told, " ... what makes her money and what doesn't" (Meyer, 1995e). It is also interesting to note that 

Helms claimed that Helyer was "conservatively" breaking even after I H months when, in fact, 

Helyer was recording a loss of $2HA24. A closer look at the balance sheet also indicates that Helyer 

is insufficiently capitalized. Therefore, if Hclyer were to lose its renters they may have difficulty 

in meeting their monthly financial obligations. 
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('an Hclyer Associates, Inc. be successful when it is a secondUlY concern for both partners? 

Both Helms and Meyer have a clear vision for the direction of their individual companies and rely 

upon Heiyer for continued growth and prosperity in the ncar future. However, for Helycr to be 

prosperous the partners must he dedicated to expanding and directing the long-tenn vision and 

pClfonnance of Helyer or its success may be limited. This conflict of intcrests hctwecn the 

management and prosperity of their individual companies and that of Hclyer's may providc 

significant problems for the vitality, if not the survival, of Hclyer Associates, Inc. in the future. 

Although Hclyer may continue to exist as a suppOlting operation for Innovativc Marketing and John 

R. Heims, C.P.A .. its profitability and status as a separate successful entity may be limited, or even 

doomed. 
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li:ndnotes 

I Population infonnation was obtained through a telephone interview with the Muncie Public 
Libraty who had access to the information from the Census Bureau concerning the 1990 
Census. 

This conclusion was reached through personal observation of the author during in person 
interviews with Meyer (1995a) and Helms (1995a). 

Indianapolis Yellow Pages, 1994-95, Ameritcch Publishing Company. 

, Telephone interview with Arbor Office Suite, X041 Knlle Road, Indianapolis, IN on April 20, 
1995. 

, Telephone interview with Alpha Executive Services, Inc., 3905 Vincennes Road, Suite 303, 
Indianapolis, IN on April 20, 1995. 
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Exhibit 1 

Advertisement in Notes and Mortgages' 

I PROFESSIONAL SERVICES I 
NEED A SPACE BUT NOT A PLACE? 

SMALL BUSINESSES 
ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVES 

OUT-OF-STATE SALES PERSONNEL 

It's not easy getting a small business off the 
ground, being an account representative 
catching phone calls on the fly, or trying to meet 
a customer with no office ... and no place to go! 

We've got the professional answer! 

An Established Corporate Location Package 
can give you the office presence or phone 
answering you need (with voice mail and 
paging) ... affordably. For Information, call: 

Helyer Associates, Inc. - 317 - 337 - 2960 

«<»> 

* Si7~ of actual adnc,rtisc1l\cnl is nrrrnxi1ll<1tely 2-112" x J" 
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l 

Helyer Associates, Inc. 
Income Statement 

For the Year Ended 1994 For Two Months Ended 02/28/95 

Sales: 
Rents $22,355 $4,813 
Telecommunications $7,553 $2,862 
Copying, postage, & other office services $38,590 $13,586 

Total Revenues $68,498 $21,261 

Expenses: 
Facilities $21,776 $3,622 ~ .. 

~ Telecommunications $10,317 $3,051 
,.. 
0: 

Copying, postage & printing $18,247 $6,217 ~ 

Salaries & wages $15,473 $3,047 
N 

Other expenses $2,449 $0 
Total Expenses from Revenues $68,262 $15,937 

Gross Profit $236 $5,324 

Selling and administrative expense $23,037 $4,412 
Depreciation expense $2,104 $0 
Interest Expense $1,424 $416 

Earnings Before Taxes ($26,329) ($28,424) 



Exhihit 3 

H elyer Associates, Inc. 
Balance Sheet 

12/31/94 2/28/95 
Assets 

urrent Assets: 
Cash $211 $94 
Accounts receivable $0 $0 
Total current assets $211 $94 

ixed Assets: 
Office furniture & equipment $11,609 $12,006 
Data processing equipment $1,277 $1,277 
Less: accumulated depreciation $2,104 $2,104 

Net property and equipment $10,782 $11,179 
ther assets $2,155 $2,155 

otal Assets $13,148 $13,428 

Liabilities 
urrent liabilities: 
axes payable $32 $316 

er current liabilities $1,750 $1.750 
Total current liabilities $1,782 $2,066 

ong-term liabilities: 
evolving cred it $14,408 $14,408 
otes payable $24,382 $23,882 

1 Total Liabilities $40,572 $40,356 

~harehOlders' Equity: 
, Common stock $1,000 $1,000 
r Retained earnings ($28,424) ($27,928) 
i Total shareholders' equity ($27,424) ($26,928) 
I 

Total Liabilities & Shareholders' Equity $13,148 $13,428 
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,Exhibit 4 

HelYer Associates. Inc. 

Office and Services Pricins List 

SPACE DESCRIPTION PER HOUR BASE USE 

I. Office Space 158 sq. ft. Unfurnished 
158 sq. ft.-Furnished 

(furnished = executive desk I credenza I file I executive chair) 

$ 550.00 
$ 650.00 

SERVICES DESCRIPTION PER HOUR BASE USE 

I. Secretarial I Word Processing 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Fifteen Minute Increments $ 25.00 

Desktop Publishing Based on type 
(brochure I newsletter, etc) $ 75.00 

Telephone (includes one voice mail) Per Line I Per Month $ 
(includes designated answering) 

Directory Listing Per Month $ 
Additional Voice Mail Per Month $ 
Activation Fee OneTime Fee $ 
Long Distance billed as used 

Fax Per Page Basis $ 

Copies Based on Volume 000 - 100 $ 
101 - 300 $ 
301 - 500 $ 
501 - up $ 

Color Copies I Red - Blue $ 

Postage Actual Metered Amount + 20% 

Shipping I Courier Actual Rate 

Notary Per Notary $ 

Conference Room Use 1/2 Day (requires prior reservation notice) $ 
Includes TV I VCR I Overhead 

Additional services are based on type of service and time involved. This is negotiated between 
parties and mutually agreed upon before billing. These services can include but not limited to: 

Accounting Services Marketing Consulting 
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,Exhibit 5 

HelYer Associates. Inc. 

Established Corporate Location Package 

The Established Corporate location Package is provided on a contract basis (6 mos. 11 year) and 

provides our clients with some of the following benefits: 

) Your business telephone line answered in your company's name during regular office hours 

) Your voice mail is personalized and your phones are forwarded during non-business hours 

) Should you choose, your voice mail will page you ... or you can receive messages digitally 

A mail box location is offered within our premises 

) Your company is listed in the phone book (at your request based on the fees) 

Any cost over and above this Is usually a service based on monthly use. 

There Is an Initial charge tor line activation which I. billed only once. 

One Time Line Activation (Centrex) $ 50. 

After this initial charge, prices are based on actual use: 

Address 1 Monthly Centrex (answered) $ 150, monthly in advance 

Monthly Centrex (bare-no answer) $ 70. no listing 

or Answer busy 1 no answer $ 110. listing 

or Answer & announce $ 125. listing 

or Add voice mail $ 140. listing 

Detail: Line $ 70. 

Listing $ 20. 

Answer $ 20. 

Screen $ 15, 

VM $ 15, 

Address Only $ 50. 

Long Distance (monthly as used) 

Conference Room (As used) $ 5. per hour for associates 

$ 10, per hour for non-associates 

, Postage 1 Express Mail (monthly as used) 

: Facsimile (monthly as used) $ 1. page 

Copies (monthly as used) $ .20 per copy 

Secretarial 1 Clerical $ 25, hour in 114 hr. increments) 

The average ECl Package runs anywhere from $150 to $200 a month and provides the client with the 

benefit of an office entity without a full office or secretarial cost. It is a professionally handled package 

that has proved its worth in many cases, 
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'Exhibit 6 

HelYer Associates. Inc. 

Full Office Service Features 

Some of our other office service features are: 

Facsimile Transmission 

Teleconferencing 

Mail Receipt / Distribution 

Express Mail Services 

Notary Public 

FUll-time Secretary Receptionist 

Secretarial (typing / copying) 

Word ProceSSing 

Data Processing 

List Managment / Merging 

Desktop Publishing 

Corporate Presentations / Reports 
Professional Services: 

Accounting 

Tax Services 

Financial Reporting 

Marketing Consultation 

Advertising / Public Relations 

Portfolio / Contract Consulting 
Conference Room Availability 

Executive Offices Furnished or Unfurnished 

Catering Arrangements 

Executive Hotel Suite Arrangements 

Printing In-House / Out of House Quotes 
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